CSE 599 Exam grading rubric

The rubric below specifies tiers with different numbers of points. Match the student’s solution to the closest-matching tier, and award the number of points associated.

+10 Totally correct or very minor error (e.g. getLength() instead of length for array, uses i after the loop)

+9 One minor error (e.g. uses getValue and setValue on array, variable not declared, off by 1, slightly wrong method header, slightly wrong creation of new array)

+7 One significant error (e.g. used "this" as pictureArray, failed to create new array, copy to new array wrong, failed to update member variable), or more than one minor errors

+5 Two significant errors, or one significant and more than one minor errors

+3 Really mostly wrong, but one significant thing (almost) right

+1 Totally wrong but not blank

+0 Blank, or effectively blank